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The aim of this paper is to consider anoptimal control problem involving a class 
of nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential equations. A conditional gradient 
method is used to obtain an algorithm for solving the optimal control problem 
iteratively. It is then shown that any accumulation point of the sequence of controls 
generated by the algorithm (if it exists) satisfies a necessary condition for 
optimality. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Questions concerning the necessary condition for optimality for an 
optimal control problem involving a class of nonlinear second-order hyper- 
bolic partial differential equation with Darboux-type boundary condition 
have been substantially studied in[ 1,2]. Under certain restriction, including 
a linearity assumption, an existence theorem for optimal controls i proved 
in [3]. 
In [4], a more general class of linear systems than that of [3] is 
considered. More precisely, thecontrol variable isallowed to appear not 
only in the forcing term but also in the zero-order coefficients of the system. 
Corresponding to this class of optimal control problems, a first-order strong 
variational algorithm isdevised. Further, the convergence of the algorithm in 
the sense of [5] is proved. Note that the first-order strong variational 
technique does not appear possible for the general c ass of optimal control 
problems considered in [I]. 
In this paper, a conditional gradient technique isused to devise an 
algorithm for the class of optimal control problems considered in [1 ] (where 
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he system equations are allowed to be nonlinear). In addition, a resu;r -712 
he convergence of the algorithm isalso btained. Kate that he approach of 
this paper is motivated bythose used in [6-8j. 
In Section 2,we describe the system under consideration and recall certain 
known results relating tothis ystem. With reference to this ystem, our 
optimal control problem is also formulated inSection 2.In Section 3,we 
derive a formula for the gradient ofthe cost functional andshow that he 
gradient iscontinuous. In Section 4,a conditional gradient algorithm for our 
optimal control problem is devised. Then, on the basis of the continuity of 
Ihe gradient, we show that the accumulation points of the sequence of 
controls generated by the algorithm (if they exist) satisfy a necessary 
condition for optimality. 
2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 
For any positive integer n,we denote by E” the r-dimensional Euclidean 
space. For X E (X, ,..., X,)E E”, let 1x1 ~2;~~ IX& For any matrix 
YE (Y,), let /Yl E Ci,j 1YJ Let AT denote the transpose of A with A being 
a vector or a matrix. Let Q be a measurable subsect ofES. For a function 
z=,(Q), 1 <p<+co, we denote by /IZ//, the usual L,-norm, in 
particular, /Z//, E ess up, IZ(x)i. Let L,(Q, E”) denote the space of all H- 
vector valued functions (Z} such that Z I (2, *.., Z,) and Zj E e,(Q)* 
: = I,..., n  Then L,(Q, E”) is a Banach space under the norm defined by
//Zjl,= fJ/Iz./l I ID’ 
i=l 
, E” xr) denotes the space of all nx r-matrix valued functions {Y! 
such that Y= (Yij),_ ,,,,,, n;j=l ,,_,( r and Yij E L,(Q), (i= I,..., n; j= la,.., u)~
Similarly, e,(Q, En”> is a Banach space under the norm defined by
11 Yll, = T’ /j Y. .i/ ii l.JI p’
id 
e consider a system of nonlinear hyperbolic partial differenaial equations 
The following conditions are assumed throughout the paper: 
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(i) Z E (Z, ,..., Z,) is an n-vector valued function defined on 
G = [a, a+ h] x [b, b+ k], and represents thestate of the process, 
(ii) u E L,(G, Em); 
(4 4(x> = (4,(xL $,(x)> and V(Y) = (v~(Y>,..., V,(Y)> are given - 
vector valued functions which are absolutely continuous ina <x < a + h 
and b <y < b + k, respectively, and whose derivatives 1+4, and w,, belong to 
L, class for some p E [l, co]; 
(iv) The function f E (f, ...,f,) - (x, y, Z’ , Z2, Z3, V) is defined on 
G x E3” x Em such that: 
(a) For each Z’ E (Z: ,..., Z,$Z2 = (Zf ,..., Zz), Z3 = (Z: ,..., Zi), 
and u E (ur ,..., v,),S(-, -, Z’, Z2, Z3, V) is measurable inG. 
(b) For each u E L,(G, E”), f(., ., 0, 0, 0, u(e, e)) EL,(G, E”) 
with p as in (iii). 
(c) There xist constants K, and K, such that 
Ifo(x,~, Z’, Z2, Z3, ~11 <K, (2) 
If&, Y, z’, z2, z3, v> -f~(x,Y, z”‘. g2, z3, v”) 
<K2{jZ’-~1/+/Z2-~2~+~Z3-2”3~+I~-6~} (3) 
for all (x, y) E G, Zk, zk E E”, (k = 1, 2, 3), and D, u” E U, where f. stands 
for any of the derivative matrices 
(k= 1,2,3) and 
For each u E L,(G, E”), the system (1) admits a unique solution i the 
space which consists ofall functions {Z} such that Z together with its 
generalized partial derivatives Z,, Z,, and Zxy all belong to L,(G, E”). This 
result isreported in[ 11. 
We now need certain pointwise estimates for the solutions of system (1). 
This result isdue to Suryanarayana [l, Theorem 3.2, p. 1331 and is quoted 
without proof. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u’, u2 E L,(G,E*) and Z(u’), Z(u’) the 
corresponding solutions f system (1). Define 
W’)(X,Y~ u2(x, Y>) 
z If(x, Y Z(u’)(x, Y>z,@‘m~ Y>Y qu’)(x~ Y), u2(x, VI> 
-f(x,y, Z(~‘)(X~Y)? Z,(~‘)(X>Y)> Z,(~%Y)~ U’(X?Y))l. 
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Then, there xists a constant K,s K,(K, p, k, h) such that for all (x, :;) E G, 
and for almost all (x, y) E 6, 
.b+k 
<KS b S(u')(x, y, u2(x, y)) dy i- .'k S(ul)(xq Y, u2(x, Y>> dx dy 1 
I 
and 
<K3 i[‘+” 
(“a 
~(~~)(x,y,~*(~,y))dx+ 1.1. S(u')(x,);,~*(x,I.jjdxdY~. 
7-G 
Let U be a fixed compact and convex subset of B”, and let i”/ be defined by
W = {u E L,(G, Em): u(x, y) E U for all (x,.~) E Cl. 
Then any function i 2 is called an admissible control. 
The control problem considered in this paper is stated as follows: Subject 
to system (I), find a control u E P that minimizes the cost functional 
J(u) =A . Z(u)(a + h, b + k) = 5 A,Z,(u)(a + h, b + k): 
i=l 
where A sz (A r ,...) A, E E” is a given constant vector and Z(U) is the 
solution fsystem (1) corresponding to the control u E &‘. 
For convenience, this control problem will be referred to as problem (P). 
Rem& 2.1. (i) The cost functional J (for definition, see Eq. (4)) is 
also well defined inL,(G,E*). 
(ii) In view of inequality (3.3) of [l, p. 1321, we note that he cost 
functional J is bounded on P. 
Following the approach used in [ 11, system (1) will be written i the form 
proposed by Cesari with state equation fDieudonne-Rashevsky type 191. 
For this, we introduce the following otation 
z’=z, z* = z,, z3 = z,, ISI 
409/91/2-6 
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then system (1) can be converted into the following equivalent form 
z:<x, Y) = Z’(x, Y>, 
.q(x, Y) =f(x, Y, Z’(X> Y>> Z2(“% Y>> Z3(X> Y>, 46 Y>>, 
z:<x, y) = Z”(x, Y), 
Z,‘(x, Y)=f(x, Y, Z’(X> Y>> Z’(XPYh Z’(-G Y>, 4x3 Y>>Y 
(64 
with boundary conditions 
zyx, b) =qqx>, Z’(U,Y> = V(Y), (6b) 
Z’(x, b) =$x(x>9 Z”(U,Y> = W,(Y)- 
Cost functional (4)is equivalent to 
7(u) = JO’” {$I * Z’(u)(x, b + k)} dx + jbbtk {+A * Z’(u)@ + f&Y)1 dY* (7) 
a 
We shall define a Hamiltonian function a d present the increment ofthe 
cost functional J in terms of it. 
The Hamiltonian function isdefined by
H(x,y,.2,~,p,u)d .z2+p’ . z3 + (A” +,u2) .f(x,y, z’z2, z3, ~1, (8) 
where 2 = (Z’, Z2, Z”), A = (A’, A’), and p = (u’,,u’), while A’, L3, ,D’, 
p2 E E”. 
The multipliers A and ,D are required tosatisfy the following system of 
differential equations (conjugate problem; see [ 11) 
& + ,ut = -aH/aZ; , ‘l& = -aH/aZf ) 
n;x = -aH/az,’ ) i = l,..., n, 
with boundary conditions 
~ya+h,y)=,d(x,b+k)=o, p2(x, b + k) = /13(a + h, y) = 42. Pb) 
In [ 11, it has been shown that his conjugate problem (Eqs. (9)) has a 
family of solutions belonging to L,(G, E4*) and that W = A3 +p2 is 
uniquely determined by the integral equation W = TW, where TW is defined 
by 
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(for details, see[l, pp. 134-1351). 
Clearly, the multipliers A, p, and W = A3 f ,D’ depend on the choice of 
u E L,(G, Em), and hence will be written asA(U)) p(u), and W(u), respec- 
tively. 
Now we are in a position todescribe the increment ofthe cost functional 
in terms of Wamiltonian functions. Theformula to be given in Lemma 1.1 is 
originally dueto Suryanarayana [I]. Some minor changes will be made? 
however, to suit our purpose. 
To simplify the presentation, we introduce the following notation; For any 
u’, u2 E t,(G, Em), let 
S(Q(X,Y, U’(X,Y)) = lf(X,Y, -qU’)(X,Y), U2(&Y>> 
-f(X,Y, -+‘)(XYY), f4x3 Y)>lt 
+ S(u’)(x, z, 2(x, 7)) dz 
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LEMMA 1.1. Let u’, u2 E L,(G, E”). Then 
J@2’-Jw=jjG 1 H ( x,y, .2(U’)(X,Y>, n(u’>(x,Y),~(u’>(x,Y), U’(X,Y>) 
where 
-H(x,~,~(u’)(x,~),~(u’)(x,~),~(u’)(x,~),u’(x,~)) dxdy 
i 
+ H(u’, u2), (14) 
If@, 3 uz>l G ml(ul~ u2) + H*(u,, u2)) (15) 
for some constant I?, while H,(u,, uz) and H,(u,, u2) are as dej%ed in (12) 
and (13), respectively. 
ProojI By examining the given in [ 1, Sect. 5, pp. 135-1381, we observe 
that formula (14) can be derived readily from inequality (5.5) of [ 1, p. 1381. 
3. THE GRADIENT OF COST FUNCTIONALS 
We begin with 
DEFINITION 3.1. A cost functional J: L,(G, Em) + E’ is said to be 
Frechet differentiable at u” E L,(G, E”) if there is a continuous linear 
functional J’(u”): L,(G, Em) + E’ such that 
,im lJ(u) - J(uO) -J’(u”)(u - uO>l = o 
II-U%-tO II u - uO/I* 
(16) 
The linear functional J’(u’) is called the Frechet derivative (orgradient) of J
at u” E L,(G, E”). 
On the basis of the increment formula given in Lemma 1.1, an expression 
for the derivative of cost functional (4)is derived in
THEOREM 2.1. The cost functional J:L,(G, Em)-+ E’ given in (4) is 
Frkchet differentiable everywhere onL,(G, Em). Further, the derivative of J 
at u” E L,(G,Em) is given by 
J’h”)(4 = II, (W~“>(X,Y))~.&,(X,Y, -%“>(x,Y), u”(x>Y)) &Y) dx due 
(17) 
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ProojI Let u”, u E L,(G, Em). Then, in view of Lemma 1.1, we have 
J(u) - J(u0) = jJG 
- H(x, y, .qu”)(x, y), A(UO)(X,Y), P(~“>(X~ Yh u”tx3 Y>> )kc & 
i 
+ H(uO, 2-l). (18) 
Let B denote the first integral on the right-hand side of equality (18). 
Then, it follows from the definition of the Hamiltonian function N given in 
(8) that 
1 
II u - u” /ICC 
[W(u”>(~,y)]~f,(~‘> &U”)(W), U”(W)) 
x [U(X,Y> - uO(x, Y)l d-c dY
Let 
Q(u, u”)(x,y) = p-(x,y, .qU”>(X,Y), U(X,Y)) -J’t&Y> au”xx,Y3, u”tx~Y)a 
-f,(x, y i(U”)(X,Y>, uO(x, Y>>MX?Y> - u”tx, Y)X 
Then, for every (x, y) E G, we have 
Since j u(x, y) - u”(x, y)l < // 2.4 - 24’ Ijm for almost all (x, y) E G, it follows 
that 
lim Q(% ~“>txT Y:= o (20) 
lb -4dO II 24 - u” //cc 
for almost all (x, y) E G. Therefore, theintegrand onthe right-hand side oi 
(19) tends to zero for almost all (x, y) E 6. Furthermore, by virtue of the 
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mean value theorem and inequality (2), this integrand isbounded. Thus, it 
follows from the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem that 
In what follows, we shall prove that H(u’, u)/ilu - noI/, -+ 0 as 
/I u- u” Iloo + 0. First, inview of definition (11) and inequality (2)appearing 
in assumption (iv)(c), we obtain 
WO)kY, 4&Y)) = M&Y> au”)(xTY)> G,Y)) -fcGY, au”)> U”(X,Y))I 
~~1ll~-em (22) 
for all (x, y) E G. Then by substituting (22)into the right-hand side of (12), 
we have 
fW”> u> < II Wu”)ll, (&I* W3 @I3 + W3 h + W3)(l/ u- u” Iloo>*. (23) 
Similarly, it follows from (13) and (22) that 
ff,(uO, u> < II Wu”>llm @h + k + h) K, II u- u”Ilm 
X 
jj ~ 
G -gf(X~ Y, -GO>(X~ Y>> 4x2 Y>) 
- x$(x. y,%u’)(x, Y), u”( , Y>>1dx dy. (24) 
By using inequality (3)of assumption (iv)(c), inequality (24) reduces to 
ff,(uO, u> < 3 II W~“>llm W*@)* + WI* h + k(V) K,K,(llu - ~“ll,>‘>~ (25) 
On the basis of (23), (25), and (15), we obtain 
w”, u>/ll u - u” l/m + 0 as IIz.-u~~~~+O. 
Combining (14), (21), and (26), we finally have 
(26) 
,,.-l&o ,124-:Oll, 1J@+JJ(uO)- jjG~w~“>ww 
xf,(x,y, .qU”>(X,Y>7 ~“(&Y))l~(X~Y) - ~“cGY)l dXdY
I 
= 0. (27) 
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elation (27) shows that he cost functional is differentnabie and that its 
derivative s expressed by(17). Thus, the proof is complete. 
In the rest of the section, we shall investigate th contmuity of :ne 
derivative J’(U). This result will be used in proving the convergence of the 
algorithm tobe presented in the next section. For this, we shall present two 
iemmas. We remark that he topologies on L,(G, Em”‘) and L,(G, E”‘) arc 
to be understood asthe topologies generated by their corresponding k ,~
norms. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let f: L(G, Em) + L(G, EnX’) be the map defined by 
fdu> =.I$(*, .5-qu)(., .>T UC.3 .))I $Bj 
where fb stands for fzk 9k = 1, 2: 3, or f,, and Y stands for nUP m. Then: 
01 ilsO@h < 4 (29) 
for some constant K, and for all uE L,(G, E”): 
(ii) fn(u) is uniformly continuous onL,(G, E’lX’). 
ProaJ The first part of the theorem follows easily from 
assumption (iv)(c). 
It remains to prove the second part. From assumption (iv)(c), we have, for 
any u’, n2 E L,(G, Em): 
<M, (i ~z”(u2)(x,y)-Zk(U1)(x,y)1+lU2(X:Y!-~1~~:V~l)‘ 
k 1 
By using Theorem 2.1, it is seen that 
.b T k 
sj 
"b 
In view of definition (13) and assumption (iv)(c). we observe that 
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for almost all (x, y) E G. Therefore, 
If&y, .qU”>(&Y)Y U’(&Y>> -&3(x, YY -w’)(X9Y>~ u’(x, Y)l 
,<K,{3K,[K,(hk+h+k)+l]})Iu*-u’il,, 
for almost all (x, v) E G. Consequently, 
llfo(u2> -.f”(~‘>ll, <K2{3K3WIW + h + k) + 111 IIu’- ~‘11,. 
This inequality shows that fD(u) is uniformly continuous onL,(G, Emxr), 
and hence the proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let W: L,(G,E”)-t L,(G,E”) be such that W(u) =
l,(u) + p2(u). Then: 
0) II Wu>llca G KS T f or some constant K, and for all uE L,(G, E”). 
(ii) W(u) is uniformly continuous n L,(G, Em). 
ProoJ Recall that, for each u E L,(G, E”), W(u) is the unique solution 
of the integral equation 
w= T(u)W, 
where T(U) is defined by(10). Thus, by use of assumption (iv)(c), we obtain 
the following estimate 
where 9 is a map defined by
for each K E L,(G). 
By induction, we have 
r-1 
II Wu>llm G c Wd’ y’(lA I> +WJ’~“(II W~>llm> 
i=O 
It is known, however, [2, Remark 1.28, p. 321 that 
Y’(K) < K(hk + h + k)‘/[r/2]! 
for any constant K.
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Since Cz=, (K,)’ (hk + h + k)‘/[r/2]! is convergent and ((~~),~(~~ r 
h $- kYl[f-Pl!) I/ W~>ll’x + 0 asr -+ co, we deduce that 
Thus the first part of the theorem is proved. 
Now, we deal with the second part. For any ul, u* E E,(G, I?“), we have 
fJw4(X~ Y> - Wi(U l>(x, Y> 
a+h b+k 
ZZ 
J j / 
WaL r> . 
QYr, L -qu’>(r9 r>, ~Yvlt r>> 
x Y az; 
- wu ')(% r> *am, x, Glm 4,~lh ~1) 
az; I 
dl? dr 
By virtue of assumption (iv)(c) and inequality (30), it follows from the 
above qualities that 
+ KlYSa(ll Wu2)- Wu’)II,). (31) 
In view of Lemma 3.2, we observe that, for any E > 0, there xists a 6’ > 0 
such that 
iIf&‘> -.&@xc < c^ 
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for k= 1,2, 3 and u’, U* E L,(G, E”), whenever )I U* - U’ lloo < 6. Thus, 
inequality (31) can be written as
II Wu’) - Wu’)/I, <K,@ + k + hkk + K,Wl Vu*) - Wu’)ll,) 
for ul, u2 E L,(G,Em) whenever jlu’ - u21100 < S. 
By the same induction approach used in the proof of the first part of this 
theorem, we can easily deduce from the above inequality that 
)I w(u*) - W(u’)I), < 
[ 
K, 2 (KIY(h ;I/;,; hk)‘+l] 6. 
i=O 
This completes the proof. 
With the help of Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3, we are in a position toprove a 
continuity theorem concerning the derivative J’(U). 
THEOREM 3.4. The derivative J’(u) of the cost functional J(u), which 
maps L,(G,E”‘) into L&(G,Em) (the dual space of the Banach space 
L,(G, Em)) is uniformly continuous n L,(G, Em). 
Proof: Let ul, U* E L,(G, Em). Then, for any u E L,(G, E”) it follows 
from (17) that 
lJ’(u*)@) - J’(u’N4 
- W(ul)(x~~))Tf,(x~~~ -@WY), u’@,YN dxdy II4lco. 
This implies that 
1) J’(u2) - J’(ul)/l < jj~(~(~‘)(x,~))‘f,(x~Y, -%2)(x, Y), u*(x, Y)) 
G (32) 
- (w(u’)(x,Y))~~&Y, -%~(x,Y), u’(x,Y))I dxdy, 
where 
/I J’(u*) - J’(u’)ll = sup I J’(u2)@) - J’@%4 
u=L,(G,Em) II~IICC * 
By virtue of assumption (iv)(c) and Lemma 3.3(i), inequality (32) can be 
written as
II J’N*) -J’@‘)ll <K, II w(u*) - Wu’)llm + K, ,f llf,(u*> -.f&‘)lla, dx du.
G 
(33) 
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Thus, it follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 that, b‘or any E > 0, there xists 
ii > 0 such that 
!i w(U2)- ky(U’)II, <E 
whenever ~1.u’ - u’ /Ia < 6. 
Consequently, 
and iIS,. -j”,,(u’ Iii < 2, 
!lJ’(u2) - J’(u’)j/ < (K, + KJ hk)E, 
whenever ~1 u’ - u’ /em < 6. This completes the proof. 
4. A CONDITIONAL GRADIENT A~00Rmm 
aving obtained the expression of the gradient ofthe cost functiona!, WC 
are how able to devise a conditional gradient algorithm tosolve problem (P;. 
The algorithm isgiven. 
Step 1. Choose constant CI, /3 E (0, 1), and initial control u” E S/. Set 
i = 0. 
Step 2. Calculate J’(u’) byusing formula (17). 
step 3. Find a control ui, *E 9 such that 
(W(u’)(x, #f& Y, -qu’>(x, v), U’(& Y>> tit. “(& YS 
< w(~‘)(x, v>>‘.f& Y, -w)(X~ U)> 45 Y)) 47 Y) (34) 
for ail uE Y and for almost all (x, JI) E G. 
Step 4. If J’(zL~)(u’,* -u’) =O, then set uitk = ui for all positive 
integers k and stop; otherwise, go to next step. 
Step 5. Choose oi to be the first element in the sequence I: a, a’,.,., such 
Ihat 
J(~’ + ai(u’, * - d)) -J(d) < o’pJ’(u~)(u’~* - Ii). (35) 
Slep 5. Set ui+’ = ui + a’(u’~* -2~‘). Go to Step 2 with i = i + 1. 
We now show that this algorithm iswell defined. Steps 1 and 2 are 
admissible. W  shall show the existence ofui, *E P (see Step 3 of the 
algorithm) inLemma 4.1. There is no problem with Step 4. Since P’ is 
convex and hence for any 0 < IS 6 1, ui + a(~‘,* - u’) belongs to Z?. Conse- 
quently, lim,,, /(IA’ + o(ui* * - ui)) - J(u’)/o = J’(ui)(ui,* - ui). This, in 
turn, implies that Step 5does define a number cit. 
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Finally, by using the convexity of22 and the fact hat oi E [0, 11, we 
obtain 
u i+ 1 = (1 _ oi) ui + &i, * E fy/. (36) 
Therefore, Step 6 is also well defined. 
LEMMA 4.1. For each u” E Z!, there xists a control u”, * E Z! that 
minimizes the linear functional J’(u’)(.). 
Proof Let 
r(x,.vy> = gf/ {(W(~‘)(X,Y))~~,(X,Y, ~ u”)(x,Y), u”(x,~))vl. 
Clearly, r(x, y)is measurable, and, for each (x, y) E G, 
r(x, y) E { (W(u”>(x, y>)‘f,(x, y, @o>(4 Y>, uO(x, Y>>v :v E ul. 
Thus, it follows from the Filippov implicit functions lemma [ 10, Theorem 3] 
that here xists a measurable function u’,*(x,y) E U such that 
r(x,v> = (W(u”)(xi~))Tf,(~,y, i(u”>(x,Y), u”(x,Y>) u”‘*(x,Y). 
This implies that u”, *E ZY and satisfies condition (34) with ui replaced by
u’. Thus, it follows from (17) that uoq * minimizes the linear functional 
J’(u,(.)), and hence the proof is complete. 
Now we shall present a necessary condition for optimality forproblem (P) 
in terms of the gradient ofthe cost functional. 
THEOREM 4.2. If C E Z! is the optimal control, then 
J’(C)@) <J’@)(u) (37) 
for all uE %‘, or equivalently, J’(z?)(z?* - u”)= 0 where zi* minimizes J’(C)(.) 
as shown in Lemma 4.1. 
Proof For any uEZ! and O<p<l, we have (l-p)C+puE% and 
hence J(( 1- p)C + pu) > J(C). Thus, J(zi + p(u - u”)) - J(q/p > 0. 
Letting p + 0, we obtain J’(C)(u - zi) > 0. Therefore, theproof is complete. 
In Theorem 4.3, we shall present a convergence result for the algorithm. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let {ui} be a sequence ofadmissible controls generated 
by the conditional gr dient algorithm. If Q is an accumulation poi t of {u’}, 
then dsatisfies th  necessary condition foroptimality. 
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Pro04 If there is some ui satisfying necessary condition (37), then by- 
virtue of Step 4 of the algorithm, we have uitk = ui, k= 1, 2,... . Inthis case, 
the theorem is trivial. Thus, we need only to consider the case in which 
Jyu’)(*‘.  -u’)#O for all i= 1,2,3.... 
Since U is an accumulation point of { ai}, there is a subsequence ofthe 
sequence {u’), again indexed by i, which converges tozi in the norm of 
L&;Em). 
Now, in view of (35), we observe that 
59 IJ’(u’)(d~* - u’)l < lJ(u”‘) -J(u’)l. (3S) 
On the ether hand, by the definition of oi, we have 
J(u’ f (5i/a)(ui’ * - d)) - J(d) > (cqa) #u(U’)(U”~ * - d) 
whenever oi < 1. 
(39) 
By using the mean value theorem, this inequality canbe written as
J’(u^‘)(u’. * - 22) >pJ’(u’)(u’~ * - d), (40) 
where 6’ = ui + (oila) @(ui3* -u’), 0 < 8’ < 1, and a’ < I. Adding 
(-Jf (ui)(uix * - ui)) to both sides of the above inequality, we have 
y(z’y,ui3 * - u;) -Jf(ui)(ui, * - 22) > (p - 1) J’(ui)(ui~* - ui). 
Since the right-hand side of the above inequality s always positive, it iseasy 
to verify that 
0 < J’(u’)(u’ - & * ) < (l/( 1- p>> IJ’(u”‘)(U’++ - uj) - J’(U’)(U’.” - u’)i 
< (2C/( 1-/I)) llJ’(tii) - J’(Ui)ii, (41) 
where C > 0 is an upper bound of the set {[I u /lcG : u E &}. 
Note that {J(u’)) isadecreasing sequence and is bounded. Thus, {J(u’>) is
convergent: andhence, 
J(u’+‘) -J(u’)+ 0. (42) 
Thus, it follows from (38) and (42) that 
OiJ’(U’)(U’~ * - uq + 0. (431 i 
To complete he proof, we shall show that 
J’(u’)(u’~* - ui)+ 0 as i-t co. 
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Suppose it was false. Then, there xists a subsequence {ik} of the sequence 
{i} and an e0 > 0 such that 
J’(&)(u b* - *ik) < -Eo < 0 for all k = 1, 2, 3...  (45) 
In view of (43), we have &--f 0, and hence (I& - uik/ja: -+ 0. Now, by 
virtue of the uniform continuity of J’(m) (Theorem 3.4), we have 
1) J’(U”‘k) - J’(&)J/ -+0. 
Thus, it follows from (41) that 
J’(&)(+* - ui”) -+ 0. 
(Note that for sufficiently large i,, we have aik < 1, and hence inequality 
(41) holds.) This contradicts inequality (45). Thus (44) holds. 
Since // ui - ti/Jco + 0, it is clear that 
J’(d)(d) -+ J’(C)(C) (46) 
Therefore, it follows from (44) and (46) that 
;\; J’(u’)(u’,*) = j& J’(u’)(u’) = J’(U)(U). (47) 
By virtue ofthe definition of ui* given in Step 3of the algorithm, we have 
J’(u’)(u” *) <J’(d)(u) for all uE Z’. 
Letting i-+ co in the above inequality, it follows from (47) that 
J’(U)(U) < J’(zZ)( u  for all uE Z!. Thus U satisfies the necessary condition for 
optimality. This completes the proof. 
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